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Button, Button, Who's Got the 
Button? 

 
We've got buttons! They are 21/4" 
across and have a sturdy pin so 
you can attach them to your 
purse, your project bag, or to 
wherever you wish. This fall, if you 
take a class, you get a button for 
free; it will be handed out on the 
first night of the class. If you don't 
take a class and must have one—
and you know you simply must—
they are just $2.99. It will be fun 
to carry Ewenice the sheep with 
you everywhere you go! 
 
As always, you may sign up for 
classes by going online, calling, or 
stopping by.   
 
Annual SYAO Retreat 
Save the dates for our 2018 
annual retreat. It will be held from 
April 5 or 6 (your choice)through 
April 8 at Lake Raystown Resort.  

 
The retreat is has a only a couple 
more spaces left for knitters; 
sorry, the quilting is full at this 
point. Feel free to let me know if 
you want to go, and I’ll put you on 
the waiting list. Please call 
(814)238-4151 to sign up. 
 
Yoga/Knitting Retreat 
Mandy Sergent Glitzer and I are 
teaming up again for a 
knitting/yoga retreat. It will take 
place this coming January—but 
this time, you have the option of 
one or two days! We have a 
terrific weekend planned! Go to 
wellnessinmotionstudio.com to 
sign up. 
 
Classes 
We have many classes remaining 
this fall! Please read through the 
newsletter for all the info. A few 
classes have been updated with 
new times/hours.  
 
Holiday Hours 
Thanksgiving Day (Nov. 23): Closed 
Christmas Day (Dec. 25): Closed 
New Year's Day (Jan. 1): Closed 
Otherwise, our hours are, as 
always: Monday through Saturday, 
from 10-5:30! The shop never 
closes otherwise; we are always 
there for you.  

 
Want to know the little stuff as it 
happens (new shipments, new 
patterns, awesome pictures of 
people’s  amazing finished 
projects)? Follow Stitch Your Art 
Out and Really Clear on Social 
Media 
I’ve been trying to figure out how 
to organize my social media 
without spending more time on 
social media than I do knitting and 
quilting! So here’s the story. My 
two websites are  
www.stitchyourartout.com and 
www.reallyclear.com 
Want to see knitting tips and 
other musings? I have a new blog 
on reallyclear.com. Feel free to 
follow it! I’m not going to cross 
post as much, so if you want to 
see things about my knitting 
patterns, be sure to follow the 
Really Clear sites.  
 
Facebook : 
Stitch Your Art Out and  
Really Clear  
Instagram: Stitchyourartout and 
Reallyclear 
Pinterest: cynthiaspencer 
 
And best of all—please come by in 
person!  
 
  

Open Monday-Saturday, 
10:00 a.m.-5:30 p.m. 

Contact: Cynthia Spencer 
cynthia@stitchyourartout.com 

(814) 238-4151 
 

 

 

235 East Pine Grove Road 
P.O. Box 528 

Pine Grove Mills, PA 16868 
www.stitchyourartout.com 

Color, Creativity, Community, Tranquility 
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Pesky class policies: The price of the 
class does not include supplies unless 
otherwise noted. Payment in full is 
expected at signup. Cancellation will 
result in shop credit only; we are 
unable to give refunds. Sorry, no 
credit once the class is 7 days away. 
For all quilting classes, bring basic 
sewing supplies—machine, scissors, 
pins, rotary cutter, etc. (Remember 
those pins!) Now let’s get to the fun 
stuff! 

Knitting Classes 
 

Beaded Knit Bracelet  
If you love jewelry, then you won’t 
be able to resist this class. Join 
Cindy Decker-Raynak for a 
wonderful introduction to knitting 
with beads. Sometimes the 
simplest pattern yields the most 
beautiful results, and that’s the 
case with this bracelet. As long as 
you have knit a few things and 
have just a bit of patience, then 
knitting on the small needles will 
be a breeze! $38 Supplies: We’ll 
supply the pattern. You’ll also 
need one set of size 0000 needles, 
two colors of size 6 round seed 
beads, clasp, On the Surface or 
Lisbeth thread, and Big Eye 
needles. (Cindy will help you 
choose supplies the first night.) 
Wednesdays, Nov. 29 & Dec. 6, 
6:30-9 p.m. (note later start time) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mukluk Slippers 
In this class, you'll be making 
mukluk slippers—but if you want 
them to be super cute, you can 
buy the Topper kits, and put the 
pom-pom on the top of the foot! 
$38 Supplies: Knitting Pure and 
Simple mukluck pattern, two top-
this yarns (or whichever yarn you 
like—get it well ahead so we're 
sure to have 2 of the kit you 
want), and appropriate yarn and 
needles. Saturdays, Nov. 18 & Dec. 
2, 2:30-5:30 p.m. 
 

 
 
Christmas Mystery Hat  

??? 
Feel free to catch up! We're going 
to give out a mystery clue about 
once a week. You take it home 
and make the hat from it. By the 
end, you will have a Christmas hat 
ready for the holidays! You need 
to have experience with Fair Isle 
to take this class, since it will be a 
handout and explanation rather 
than sit-down knitting. P. S. If you 
quilt, too, we will be handing out a 
quilting mystery at the same time 
as the knitting mystery! $28 if you 
use your own yarn, or no charge if 

you buy yarn from us. Supplies: 
Talk to us about supplies when 
you sign up. Thursdays, Sept. 28, 
Oct. 5, Oct. 12, Oct. 26, Nov. 2, 
and Nov. 16, 5:30-5:45 p.m. 
 
 
Double-Knitting  

Knitting across one row, you’ll 
create what are actually two 
pieces of stockinette fabric, with 
their purl sides against each other. 
You’re using one color on one 
side, and the other on the other 
side. But you’re knitting them at 
the same time instead of 
separately. Practicing on this easy 
scarf will give you the ability to 
double-knit more difficult patterns 
later. $38 Supplies: Antonym 
pattern, at least 200 yards each of 
two worsted-weight yarns, 
appropriate needles, stitch 
markers. Thursday, Nov. 2, 6-9 
p.m. 
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Entrelac 101 (cowl)  

It looks so tricky! Sideways, 
woven—yet knitted! How does 
entrelac happen? Let Mary Ellen 
show you the secrets. You will 
make a cowl in this class, since 
entrelac in the round is the easiest 
way to start! P.S. We have many 
new colors of beads that will be 
perfect for this project. $38 
Supplies: You may use any type or 
weight of yarn for the project. The 
original models are shown in a DK-
weight (5.5 stitches per inch) yarn. 
Sizing for other types of yarn and 
longer and shorter cowls is given 
in the Really Clear pattern. 
Thursdays, Nov. 2 & 9, from 9-
noon.  

 

Fair Isle 101  

Choose from among several of our 
basic Fair-Isle designs to make a 
hat that might be the most fun 
you've ever had. $28 Supplies: 
With our help, pick out a pattern 
and yarn, plus appropriate 
needles. Wednesday, Nov. 8, 6-9 
p.m. 
 
 
Intarsia 101  

 
Many knitters know how to do 
Fair Isle—knitting with several 
colors in one row. But intarsia is 
different. It is knitting with large 
sections of color. It does take a bit 
of patience, but Cynthia loves it 
and will show you all the tricks. 
And it's truly fun to watch your 
design emerge. $28 Supplies: Talk 
to Cynthia before class. You can 
bring in an idea, or you can use 
her paw or heart motif. Monday, 
Oct. 30, 6-9 p.m. 
 
 
 
 
 

Knit, Purl, Yoga  
Do you have aches and pains for 
working on a project too long? 
Come to a Knit & Yoga session to 
learn how to avoid those project 
stoppers while enjoying your 
knitting or crocheting with other 
yarn lovers.  
 
Bring your current project to work 
on and learn to take fun breaks! 
This class is a knit group that 
incorporates yoga stretch breaks 
every 15 minutes to keep your 
body healthy for a lifetime of 
knitting and crocheting. $20 per 
session 
 
 Supplies: Wear comfortable 
clothes that allow freedom of 
movement. No yoga equipment 
necessary. (Note: We will need a 
5-person minimum for this class to 
be held.) You may sign up for any 
or all of these sessions--all on 
Sunday afternoons from 1-3 p.m.: 
Oct. 29, Nov. 19, and/or Dec. 10.  
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Knitting 101  

Want to learn how to knit? Or 
need a refresher after many years 
of neglecting your knitting? Take 
our beginning-knitting course. 
You’ll learn how to cast on, knit, 
and purl, and you’ll start a scarf.  
$38 Supplies: Let the teacher help 
you the first night with which 
supplies to buy. Wednesdays, Nov. 
1 & 15, OR Thursdays, Dec. 28 & 
Jan. 4, all from 6-9 p.m. 
 

Laura Nelkin Necklace  
 
Laura Nelkin is a wonderful 
designer who specializes in things 
that have beads. (What could go 
wrong?) We'll work on a necklace 
for this class. We love the Butin 
necklace, but if you want to do 
any other one, that's fine too! $28 
Supplies: Let us help you with a 
Laura Nelkin necklace pattern of 
your choice, and the supplies to 
make it. Saturday, Oct. 28, 2:30-
5:30. 
 
 

Lights Ornament  

Laura Nelkin's ornament is 
beautiful on the tree, and we have 
a nice selection of beads that will 
make it even better! $28 Supplies: 
Let us buy the e-book for you on 
Ravelry, and we'll discuss lots of 
options for yarns on the day of 
class. Saturday, Dec. 16, 2:30-5:30 
p.m. 
 

Lindsay's Mitts  
These mitts really are perfect! 
They are ribbed so that they fit the 
hand beautifully. And the pattern 
has careful details so that they 
look beautiful. Learn how to make 
them from Lindsay herself! $38 
Supplies: Lindsay's Mitts pattern, 
plus supplies as listed on the 
pattern.  Sundays, Nov. 12 & Dec. 
3, 1-4 p.m. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Quick-Knit Hat  

You've taken Knitting 101 (or are 
in that range of skill), and you're 
starting to wonder how to make 
something other than a scarf. Let's 
make a hat! You will learn all sorts 
of skills—purling, working in the 
round, and using double-pointed 
needles. $32 Supplies: Really Clear 
Quick-Knit Hat pattern, supplies as 
listed on the pattern.  Mondays, 
Nov. 20 & 27, from 6-8 p.m.  
 
Snowflakes in the Air  

This darling hat is perfect for 
adults or children. A winter snow 
scene hints of Christmas, with 
colors that are just a wee bit 
different from red, white, and 
green. $38 Supplies: Really Clear 
pattern , and yarn, beads, and 
needles as shown on the pattern. 
You will need a beading crochet 
hook. Wednesday and Thursday, 
Nov. 29 & 30, 9-noon. 
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Toe-up socks  

You’ve gained a bit of experience 
and are ready for small needles; 
try socks! They are perfect 
projects for doctor’s offices and 
other wait times. $38  Supplies: 
Really Clear pattern, sock yarn, 
size 2 DP needles (2 sets make life 
easier), stitch holder, and we 
recommend a set of Stitch 
Keepers. Saturdays, Nov. 4, 25, & 
Dec. 9, 2:30-5:30 p.m. 
 
 
 

Quilting and Sewing 
Classes 
 

Bermuda Bag  
We all need a new purse. 
Constantly. We just do. Fulfill your 
purse dreams with this pretty bag, 
and while you're at it, use those 
Bali Pop strips, which you've been 
saving for a special project like 
this. $38 Supplies: Bermuda Bag 
pattern, fabrics and zipper as 
noted on the bag. We have lots of 
wonderful zippers to match any 
fabric! This bag is perfect for 2 
1/2" strips as well. Wednesdays, 
Nov. 29 & Dec. 13, 6-9 p.m. 
 
Christmas Mystery Runner  
Quilting mysteries are fun. You get 
told what fabrics to choose, but 
you're never sure how they'll go 
together. Each week you'll receive 
a clue that will get you closer to 
figuring that out! This class will be 
a handout and explanation rather 
than a sit-down time for sewing. 
We’ve started, but feel free to 
catch up! $28 if you use your 
fabric; no charge if you buy from 
us. Supplies: Pick up a supply list 
when you sign up. Thursdays, 
Sept. 28, Oct. 5, Oct. 12, Oct. 26, 
Nov. 2, and Nov. 16, 5:30-5:45 
p.m. 
 
 

Criss-Cross Apron  

This might be the cutest apron 
pattern ever devised! The straps 
criss-cross in the back so that you 
simply pull it over your head. Very 
cute—very practical. $28 Supplies: 
Apron pattern, 11/4 yard each of 
coordinating fabrics, OR 1 yard of 
two fabrics plus 1/2 yard of a 
contrasting fabric. You need an 
open-toe or zig-zag foot on your 
machine. Basic sewing supplies 
(including pins!) and machine. 
Sat., Dec. 2, 9-noon 
 
Drunkard's Path Table Runner  

The drunkard’s path is a classic 
design. This one is a little easier 
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than most, but still visually 
effective! Join Cindy Alley, whose 
classes are always full of fun! $28 
Supplies: Pattern, fabrics as noted 
on pattern, Creative Grids Round 
Up Tool, a ruler that is at least 6” 
wide, Wonder Under. Tuesday, 
Nov. 7, 6-9 p.m. 
 
Fabric Basket  

 
A quick basket is just what you 
need at this time of the year. In 
one night, you will be finished—or 
close to it—and you will have an 
instant gift! $28 Supplies: ½ yard 
of fabric for the basket exterior, ½ 
yard of fabric for the basket lining 
and top of handles. 2/3 yard of our 
table-runner batting. Optional: ¼ 
yard of fabric or scrap for back of 
handles. You can also use the 
exterior fabric for this. 1/2 yard of 
heavyweight fusible OR sew-in 
interfacing, 1 yard of wide rick 
rack. Optional: 1 yard of 
coordinating ribbon. The website 
for the pattern is 
sew4home.com/projects/storage-
solutions/you-asked-4-it-
structured-fabric-baskets. If you 
don't have a computer, let us 
know and we will help you.  
 Wednesday, Oct. 25, 6-9 p.m. 

 

 
Modern Jelly-Roll Race  

If you've never made this quilt 
before, you're in for a treat! It's 
instant gratification, and it looks 
fantastic. Important: You need to 
cut 21/2" strips from the 
background before class if you are 
not buying a packet of precuts. 
$28 Supplies: You need roughly 40 
total strips cut 21/2" by the width 
of fabric. You may choose a 
regular Bali Pop package if you 
wish. Or you need to cut 2-3 yards 
of a background fabric into strips, 
plus cut 15 focal strips. Please 
come to class with your strips 
already cut. (Our Stripology ruler 
makes this task a breeze if you're 
not buying precuts!) Tuesday, Nov. 
14, 6-9 p.m. 
 

Quilting 101  

You’ve vowed to do this for years, 
but have decided that now is the 
time! You are going to learn how 
to quilt! Let us get you started on 
your choice of a placemat or table 
runner that will show you how to 
use a rotary cutter and make a 
1/4" seam. $42 Supplies: Pattern 
and appropriate fabrics. Let us 
help you choose them as part of 
the learning process. Stop by at 
least a few days before the class 
to pick them out. You may use one 
of our machines, but it's better to 
bring your own so that you learn 
to use it. Bring the manual along. 
Mondays, Nov. 27 & Dec. 4, both 
from 6-9 p.m.  
 
 
Snowman Wall Hanging  

It's rare to think of a snowman as 
"sophisticated," but this wall 
hanging is so beautifully artistic—
and yet fun, too. It's hard to 
believe this as you first read this 
newsletter, but the snow is 
coming, and you will want this guy 
to decorate your house! $38 
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Supplies: We'll have kits available. 
Tuesdays, Dec. 5 & 12, 9-noon. 
 
Who's the Cutest?  

Everyone loves this owl when they 
come in the store! You will too. 
We're sure you know an "owl 
person" who would love it as a 
gift. $38 Supplies: We'll have kits 
for you! Tuesdays, Nov. 7 & 14, 9-
noon. 
 

 
 
 
 

Other Excellent Classes 
 
Tatting 101  

Tatting is a way to make small, 
delicate lace using a shuttle. Join 
Ruth and learn this classic craft.  
$38  Supplies: Learn Needle 
Tatting by Barbara Foster and 
Learn to Tat by Janette Baker, 
tatting needle set (before you buy, 
see if you need them during the 
class), white size 10 thread, 
shuttle with a hook on the end. 
Saturdays, Nov. 4 & 18, 9-11 

 
 
 
Color Me Beautiful  
When the computer matches your 
own personal rainbow to your 
own skin, hair, and eye coloring, 
not only will you look radiant 
every day, but all your clothes will 
match! $125 includes personalized 
palette Supplies: Come to the 
shop with no makeup on. Feel free 
to bring handwork while you wait 
your turn (although everyone is 
always so fascinated by the 
process that they don't do 
handwork!). Thursday, Oct. 19, 
6:00 p.m., or by appt. 
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Two 2018 Retreats! 
 
First up: Yoga and Yarn Retreat 

Wellness in Motion and Stitch 
Your Art Out are once again 
teaming up to bring you an 
amazing retreat. We've expanded 
it this year to include dinner! You 
will have a choice of either one or 
two days of yoga and knitting. We 
will again be at the Nature Inn at 
Bald Eagle. This beautiful place 
gives a beautiful, calm setting, lots 
of windows, and a warm fireplace.  
 

We'll begin each of our days 
unwinding the kinks from our 
bodies while overlooking Bald 
Eagle Mountain and Lake during a 
guided yoga practice. The yoga 
will be suitable for people who 
have never done yoga before. If 
you feel physically unable, that's 
just fine. You are welcome to knit 
on your own in the morning, and 
relax in your own way.  

After yoga, enjoy a healthy and 
delicious lunch, which will include 
both vegan and gluten-free 
options. Spend the afternoon 
knitting by the fireplace, making 
new friends, and enjoying coffee, 
tea, and snacks. Finally, relax with 
a delicious dinner. 

When and How? 
The retreat will take place on 
Saturday and/or Sunday, January 
20 and 21, 2018. To ensure that 
we have enough people both days, 
we will open signups to the 2-day 
people, beginning now until the 
end of September. Beginning Oct. 
1, we will open it up to those who 
would prefer a choice of Saturday 
or Sunday. Early-bird signup prices 
will end on Nov. 1, and you may 
continue to sign up until Jan. 5. 
After that, we will take names for 
a waiting list. If you wish to stay 
overnight during that weekend, 
please book a room directly 
through the hotel. Rooms are 
limited, so it's safer to book right 
away!  
 

The 2-day price includes lunch, 
afternoon snack, dinner, and 
classes on Saturday, and again, 
lunch, snack, dinner, and classes 
on Sunday. (Note that the hotel 
room is not included, so you will 
need to reserve through the 
Nature Inn.)  
 
The early bird cost (before Nov. 1) 
for the 2-day retreat is $290. After 
Nov. 1, the cost will increase to 
$350. 
 
The 1-day price will include the 
same meals and classes each day. 
Early bird cost is $150 per day. 
After Nov. 1, the cost will increase 
to $180 per day.   
 
How to Sign Up 
To sign up for this event, please 
visit wellnessinmotionstudio.com 
and look under Events.  
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Stitch Your Art Out's Annual Retreat at Lake Raystown 

 

Sign up for this popular weekend now! Only a few 
openings remain for knitters. Quilting is wait-listed. 
Space is, as always, first come, first served. The rates 
for Friday through Sunday include (1) two nights' 
lodging, (2) a full lunch and dinner on Friday; 
breakfast, lunch, and dinner on Saturday; and brunch 
on Sunday, (3) all classes (supplies are extra and will 
be available to purchase either before or during the 

retreat).  

If you wish to come Thursday, you'll have lunch and 
dinner that day, breakfast Friday, plus an extra night's 
lodging. We can begin Thursday if we rent out at least 
10 rooms; if that doesn't happen, we will simply begin 
on Friday as usual. (Thursday is looking likely but not 
guaranteed right now; we need a few more firm 
commitments.) Note that after we pass 18 rooms 

booked, we will have a slight upcharge of 
$15/room/night for Raystown's remaining rooms. 
(There are at press time 2 more rooms left at the 
lower rate.)  

We require a $100 nonrefundable deposit at signup, 
and we need full payment by March 20. We cannot 
give refunds of any kind after March 20, as Raystown 
precharges us. (You may, however, recruit a 
substitute to go in your place, and we'll also keep a 
waiting list of anyone who wanted to go but asked 
after we were full or after the deadline.) Fee free to 
pay in smaller increments, as long as you have paid in 
full by March 20.  

We already can't wait! 

 

Type of Room Fri.-Sun. Early-bird 
(April 6-8) 

Friday-Sunday after  
Feb. 1 

Thurs.-Sun. Early-bird 
(April 5-8) 

Thurs.-Sun after  
Feb. 1. 

Single $550 per person $595 per person $765 per person $810 per person 

Double $475 per person $525 per person $735 per person $765 per person 

Triple/Quad $435 per person $500 per person $705 per person $740 per person 
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  Eweness the sheep says, “Stuck on how to put your 

colors together? Not sure where to begin on a project 

(or stuck halfway through it)? Have an idea but not 

sure how to create it? Want to meet other crafters 

and learn something new? Not sure which yarn or 

fabric to use or how to put them together? Need a 

little break and some instant gratification? Come and 

visit Stitch Your Art Out. We have help and classes 

and lots of good ideas. Shopping local is the best!”  


